
International Center Clausthal (IZC)
In cooperation with the university administration and the 
institutes, the IZC coordinates the international relations 
and activities of the university. The IZC is the central ser-
vice point for international and German students as well as 
for university staff. Information on studies and internships 
abroad as well as on language courses and events of the IZC 
can be found here.

The Language Center of the IZC offers a wide range of lan-
guage courses. For students and university staff, participa-
tion in these courses is free. Furthermore, the Language 
Center coordinates language tandems. 

We are looking forward to welcoming you!
The Team of the IZC

Degree Programs – Bachelor’s

Business Administration
Business and Engineering
Business Information Systems
Chemistry
Computer Science 
Economic Geology
Energy and Materials Physics
Energy and Mineral Ressources
Geoenvironmental Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Power Systems Technologies 
Process Engineering / Chemical Engineering

Please note: The language of instruction is generally German.

Degree Programs – Master’s

Business and Engineering
Business Information Systems
Chemistry
Computer Science
Economic Geology
Energy and Materials Physics
Environmental Process Engineering and Recycling
Geoenvironmental Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Power Systems Engineering
Process Engineering / Chemical Engineering
Technical Management

Please note: The language of instruction is generally German.

English Programs:
Internet Technologies and Information Systems
Mining Engineering
Petroleum Engineering

Contact

Graupenstr. 11
38678 Clausthal-Zellerfeld
Germany

e-mail: international@tu-clausthal.de
www.izc.tu-clausthal.de/en

»I truly enjoy the internatio-
nal atmosphere in Clausthal,

because my fellow-students 
are from all over the world. 

Besides studying at a renow-
ned university, I have gained 
a lot of social skills and inter-

cultural competence.«  

Keunmo Kim (South Korea)
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Studying in Clausthal

Internationales Zentrum Clausthal (IZC)
International Center Clausthal (IZC)

www.izc.tu-clausthal.de
mailto:international@tu-clausthal.de


Welcome to Clausthal 
University of Technology 

Clausthal University of Technology welcomes and en-
courages you to discover more about our academic 
environment. We are a small university with over 
5,000 students and numerous educational opportu-
nities in the fields of engineering and natural sciences. 
You can enjoy excellent study conditions in the com-
fort and safety of a small international town where 
you will feel right at home.

Clausthal University of Technology
Clausthal University of Technology is an internation-
ally renowned institution. Founded in 1775 as a royal 
college for the mining industry, we have a strong tra-
dition in engineering and natural sciences, and bridge 
the gap between tradition and innovation. 

International Profile
Students at Clausthal University of Technology enjoy 
a unique and culturally-rich atmosphere. More than 
30 % of the students and 20 % of the academic staff 
come from abroad, which makes the campus very in-
ternational. 

Study Conditions 
At Clausthal University of Technology, you will receive 
an education which is fully accredited and recognized 
worldwide. With exceptional study conditions, Clausthal 
rises above the majority of German universities. Due to 
the fact that the university is small in size, students and 
teaching staff have been able to develop a good personal 
rapport; these are the best conditions for success in one’s 
studies. Presently, the faculty-to-student ratio stands at 
1:9.  Furthermore, the reputation of Clausthal University 
of Technology is regularly reflected in its leading position 
in national university rankings. 

Surrounded by extensive nature, students and scientists 
work closely together, be it in academic situations or in 
research. People from all over the world enjoy a different 
and unique way of studying in Clausthal. It is the per-
sonal atmosphere and the practice-oriented education in 
an idyllic location that make us so distinctive. 

Additionally students enjoy the facilities and programs of-
fered by our Sports Institute. With more than 60 different 
athletic activities, from outdoor sports like skiing, sailing 
and mountain biking, to indoor sports like aerobics, tae-
kwondo and volleyball, students can enjoy the vast facili-
ties and scenic nature of Clausthal while staying fit, meet-
ing new people and having fun all at the same time.

Research and education at Clausthal University of Tech-
nology are currently focused on the study programs of 
Renewable Energies, Energy and Raw Materials, Natural 
and Materials Sciences, Economics, Computer Science, 
Mechanical Engineering, and Process Engineering. 

In three centers, the Energy Research Center Nieder-
sachsen (EFZN), the Clausthal Center of Materials Engi-
neering (CZM) and the Center of Simulation (SWZ), we 
aim to link applied research in natural science, engineer-
ing and economics. 

Location
Clausthal-Zellerfeld is a small university town with 
15,000 inhabitants, located in central Germany, in the 
scenic Harz Mountain National Park and surrounded by 
numerous UNESCO world heritage sites, such as the Up-
per Harz Water Management System, the Mines of Ram-
melsberg and the Historic Town of Goslar. Clausthal lies 
100 km away from Hannover, 240 km from Hamburg, 
290 km from Berlin and 300 km from Frankfurt.  

Services
International Center Clausthal (IZC) offers students 
and researchers from abroad a wide range of services 
and support. International students are advised on 
application and visa procedures as well as finding 
accommodation before they come to Clausthal, and 
comprehensive advisory support is offered during all 
phases of their studies. Additionally, the IZC offers 
numerous social and cultural events along with field 
trips throughout the year.

»TU Clausthal, known for 
its advances in engineering 

education and research, 
has many partnerships with 
automotive companies. TUC 
gives me great connections, 

so I can work in this industry 
in the future.« 

Margaux de Bar de la Garde 
(France)

»I knew I had to attend TU 
Clausthal for its high reputation 
in engineering studies and their 
fantastic International Pro-
gram. The International Center 
really pushes you to branch 
out culturally and linguistically 
while you study. Believe you me 
it is worth every cent to study 
at TUC.« 

Troy Powell (The USA) 


